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In 2017, I read 107 books. In 2016, I read 112 books. It’s actually not nearly as difficult as it sounds. What’s more important is how do you 
retain it, use it, grow from it? I use the rule of thirds. For every great book, you should spend 1/3 of your Gme reading, 1/3 repackaging 
what you’ve learned, and 1/3 of your Gme responding to or applying what you’ve read. This is very different from the way most of us read: 
cover-to-cover with liLle reflecGon and even less applicaGon.  

How to read more
Don’t be disciplined; restructure your environment

How to retain more
Don’t read cover-to-cover; repackage what you read 

How to grow
Don’t read for knowledge; follow your curiosity

In 2007, Richard Wiseman did a study of 3000 people trying to keep their New Year’s ResoluGon. At the beginning, 52% were confident 
they would succeed. In the end, 12% did. So what makes you think your resolve to read more will be any different? We need more than 
willpower. Discipline won’t do. Here’s an easier way: restructure your environment to make it almost impossible NOT to read more. How? 
Got a television? Get rid of it. Follow the news? Stop. AcGve on four social media channels? Cut it in half. The average American spends 
700 hours on social media and 2700 hours on TV. If you are a below average reader (200 words / minute), you can sGll read eight 
HUNDRED books per year. That’s restructuring by subtracGon! Now, let’s do restructuring by addiGon: buy a book or audiobook 
subscripGon service so that you always have a book at hand when you are waiGng for your Uber, riding the metro, brushing your teeth, 
making breakfast. It’s not as difficult as it sounds to read 100 books / year. Don’t rely on willpower; restructure your environment. 

Sources: Charles Chu (2017)

In 1885, German psychologist Hermann Ebbinghaus discovered “the forgedng curve”, i.e. how long does it take us to forget what we 
learn? The answer: not long. And for most of us, we’ve been reading the same way we were taught when we were six-years old — good ol’ 
cover to cover. Unfortunately, it’s almost the least efficient way to remember what you read. But there’s good news! There is something 
you can do to retain more — much,, much more. Aier you read something, take notes (in some shape or form) to restate simply what 
you’ve learned or applied. If you can’t do this, you probably are a vicGm of what learning specialists call “the illusion of competence.” We 
think because we’ve read it we know it. Nope. Instead, by repackaging in your own words you acGvate three learning superpowers: acGve 
recall (vs. passive reading), spacing effect (vs. informaGon dump), and learning by associaGon (vs. floaGng abstract ideas).

In 1973, Malcolm Knowles published the first English textbook on adult learning where he describes how adults learn best. He outlined six 
assumpGons (originally four), but they could all be summarised in three words: follow your curiosity. Why does this work? Three reasons: 
(1) Most people read out of guilt: I “should” read this book. I “should” finish this half-finished book from six months ago. But this keeps 
them from enjoying reading at all! (2) Curiosity is your boredom detector: If you bored while reading, you aren't learning anyway. Move on. 
(3) Curiosity steers us toward applicaGon: When we read for applicaGon, we read for wisdom. When we read for knowledge — to be a 
“well-read” person — we read for pride. Choose the former. Follow your curiosity. 
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